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Abstract 

VisPro is a general-purpose visual language generation system 
based on Reserved Graph Grammar (RGG). It can express a 
wide range of diagrammatic visual programming languages 
(VPLs). This paper presents a global layout approach used in 
the VisPro system. Our approach is grammar-based graph 
drawing, in which layout rules are embedded in the productions 
of RGG. Thus, the RGG formali sm serves both the visual 
language grammar and the layout grammar. This approach is 
appropriate and feasible enough for graph drawing in the area 
of visual programming languages based on reserved graph 
grammars. 

1 Introduction 
 
For a visual language user, the two most important 
aspects of a visual program are its physical layout (what 
the user sees and manipulates), and its meaning (what 
the user expresses with it). Any implementation of the 
language has to maintain the correspondence between 
these two aspects (Andires, Engels and Rekers 1998). A 
good layout of a visual program could give users a clear 
view of the syntactic and the semantic relationships 
amongst the program components. 
 

Layout is a criti cal component of any visual 
programming language (VPL) generation system, 
however it is diff icult to implement. First, instead of 
syntactic and semantic relationships, most graph 
drawing algorithms are only concerned with the 
geometrical attributes of nodes and edges in a graph 
according to aesthetic criteria. Second, the usefulness of 
a drawing algorithm depends on the type of the graph to 
be drawn and the application domain. VPL generation 
systems, such as VisPro, can usually create various types 
of VPLs, while different layout algorithms are suitable 
for different types of VPLs. It is therefore not appropriate 
to use an existing layout algorithm to serve a general-
purpose VPL generation system.  
 

Brandenburg (1991) presented a grammar-based graph 
drawing algorithm, based on a sequential graph 
rewriting system or graph-grammar to replace some 
initial graph by productions. The algorithm is eff icient in 
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the construction of nice drawings of graphs. Several VPL 
generation systems, such as VAMPIRE (McIntyre 1994), 
VLCC (Costagliola, Tortora, Orefice and Lucia 1995), 
PROGRES (Schürr, Winter and Zündorf 1995) and AGG 
(Taentzer, Ermel and Rudolf 1999) use graph grammars 
to specify local layout rules. The main idea of this 
approach is based on graph transformation, which 
replaces the left-hand side of a rule by the right-hand 
side. The left-hand side is a complex graph pattern that 
describes arbitrary sub-graphs. The right-hand side 
replaces a sub-graph in the host graph that matches the 
left-hand side. However, above systems do not use 
grammar grammars as global layout. This is because the 
grammar-based graph drawing algorithms do not allow 
direct specification of global layout criteria such as 
symmetries (Meyer 1998).  
 

McCreary, Chapman and Shieh (1998) proposed a 
grammar-based layout approach, that uses a new 
technique for hierarchical directed graphs in clan-based 
decomposition. The key idea of this approach is to 
recognize intrinsic sub-graphs (clans) in a graph by 
producing a parse tree that carries the nested 
relationships among the clans. The parse tree of the 
graph can be given a variety of geometric interpretations. 
This approach can be used for global layout in a VPL 
generation system. 
 

VisPro is a general-purpose VPL generation system 
(Zhang and Zhang 19982) that can generate a wide range 
of diagrammatic VPLs based on the RGG formalism 
(Zhang and Zhang 1997). In VisPro we also have 
embedded layout rules in RGG as layout graph grammar 
to implement local layout. It is effective on the 
generation of visual programs (Zhang and Zhang 1999).  
 

To deal with global layout in VisPro, we have developed 
a layout mechanism based on RGG. In the layout 
mechanism, the left graph of a production represents a 
preferred layout and the right graph of the production 
represents a pattern for layout. In the global layout, the 
sub-graphs of host graph are computed in isolation and 
then recombined according to the reserved graph 
grammar during the parsing process. This paper focuses 
on the description of global layout in VisPro system. The 
next section briefly introduces the reserved graph 
grammar and the presents the basic idea of our approach, 
followed by its detailed description in the context of 
RGGs in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates our layout 
approach by going through some example visual 
programs. Section 5 concludes the paper. 



2 Background 

2.1 Reserved Graph Grammar  
Reserved Graph Grammar is a context-sensiti ve graph 
grammar, which is complete and explicit in describing 
the syntax of a wide range of diagrams using labelled 
graphs (Zhang and Zhang 1997). It is developed based 
on the layered graph grammar (Rekers and Schürr 
1997) by using the layered formalism to let the parsing 
algorithm determine whether a graph is valid in finite 
steps. It uses an enhanced node structure to simpli fy the 
transformation specification and to increase the 
expressiveness.  A simple parsing algorithm with 
polynomial time complexity can be used for a RGG if the 
RGG satisfies a particular constraint. A redex is a sub-
graph of the host graph, which is isomorphic to the right 
graph of a production in the R-application or to the left 
graph in L-application. The L-application defines the 
language of a grammar. The language is defined by all 
possible graphs which have only terminal labels and can 
be derived by using L-application from a null graph (i.e. 
�

). The R-application is used to parse a graph. If the 
graph is eventually a null after a series of R-applications, 
the graph is proven to belong to the language.  

2.2 Basic Idea  
VisPro uses Model, View and Controller (MVC) as its 
design model (Zhang and Zhang 19981), that uses a 
protocol for the interaction between the functional 
modules. The protocol is designed as a combination of an 
abstract diagram and a concept space. The abstract 
diagram (Model) describes the structure of a VPL and 
the concept space specifies the domain concepts for the 
interaction among the modules. The abstract diagram is 
created in the parsing process; it is an abstract 
duplication of the physical diagram. The abstract 
diagram (Model) is used for parsing the physical 
diagram (View).  
 

Parsing visual program diagrams in VisPro is based on 
reserved graph grammars. The parsing process takes two 
phases: syntactic parsing and semantic parsing.  
 
• Syntactic parsing applies a series of R-applications 

to a host graph to check whether the program is 
valid. If an abstract diagram of a visual program is 
eventually transformed into a null graph (

�
), it 

means that the visual program is valid. This parsing 
process is behind the physical diagram, and not 
visible to the user. The physical diagram retains the 
associated attributes of nodes and edges. 

• Semantic parsing produces a result for a diagram by 
applying a series of L-applications. The result is 
meaningful only when the diagram is valid. In 
semantic parsing, one or more actions are executed 
in each parsing step according to the semantic codes 
in rewriting rules, and certain attributes of the 
associated objects (nodes and edges) in the physical 
diagram of the visual program are changed, such as 
the appearances of some nodes. 

In VisPro, the parsing mechanism can conduct layout 
operations by performing computations on visual 
concepts. This is because the appearance of a visual 
object may be changed dynamicall y when its visual 
attributes are modified through the corresponding 
concept space. Therefore the parse tree of the graph 
grammar also directs the layout process. In our approach, 
layout rules form a set of syntax-directed geometrical 
constraints for visual objects in the physical diagram. 
The layout rules are embedded in the graph grammar, 
and are associated with both Model and View. Thus, the 
graph grammar formalism serves both the visual 
language grammar and the layout grammar.  

Specifying layout rules in VisPro is highly intuiti ve and 
easy. When a user specifies a graph grammar for a visual 
programming language, he/she may specify relative 
geometrical position of each visual object (node) in the 
right graph of a production. The specification is similar 
to specifying graph grammar for a visual language. A 
parser can be produced according to the graph grammar 
and the layout rules.  

We embed layout rules in the graph grammar so that 
layout is carried out during the parsing process. During 
parsing, when a sub-graph, (redex) in the host diagram 
is found, its counterpart in the physical diagram (i.e., 
View) will be laid out according to the layout rule in the 
matching right graph. Figure 1 shows the layout 
workflow in VisPro.  

 
Figure 1: Layout Workflow 

2.3 Aesthetic Criteria in Layout 
The common aesthetic criteria (Battista, Eades, 
Tamassia and Tolli s 1999) include minimising the 
number of edge crossings, symmetric drawing wherever 
possible, minimising the area that the graph uses, no 
overlap of graph objects, and maximising the symmetry 
of the overall graph.  It is hard to directly specify such 
criteria in a graph grammar.  
 

We have adapted the techniques of Lai and Eades (1996) 
and those of McCreary, Chapman and Shieh (1998) to 
the RGG in the development of the VisPro layout 
mechanism. 

3 The Layout Approach 
Our layout approach is based on Brandenburg’s (1991) 
algorithm. It embeds layout rules in the productions of 
reserved graph grammars. The layout rules in our 



approach are specified graphicall y, rather than textuall y, 
through relative geometrical positions. 
 

3.1 Layout Specification 

The layout process of a visual program is a series of 
rewriting transformations that change the geometrical 
positions of the nodes in the program during parsing. 
The relative geometrical positions of nodes in right 
graphs are specified in the attributes of the nodes. The 
layout specification includes two aspects: (1) the node 
position and (2) the node direction, in the following 
forms: 
 

[parsing spec]::=[rewriting rules spec][context 
spec][ layout rule spec] 
[layout rule spec]::=[node position spec] [node direction 
spec] 
 
The layout rules are a set of syntax-directed geometrical 
constraints for visual objects in the physical diagram. 
The left-hand sides of rules represent preferred layout 
and the right-hand sides of rules are patterns for layout.  
 

The layout process is given in the form of an equation 
(n1.a1, n2.a2, ……, nn.an)=lt(n1.a1’ , n2.a2’ ,……, nn.an) 
where a1, a2, ……,an are the geometrical attributes of the 
nodes in a redex before layout, and a1’ , a2’ , ……,an’ are 
those in the redex after layout, and lt is an arbitrary 
layout function.  
 
However, not all right graphs of RGG productions carry 
layout specifications. If the right graph of a production 
contains more than one node that can be eventually 
generated from a non-terminal node by applying a series 
of L-applications, then the right graph may have the 
layout specification.  
 
For example, as shown in Figure 7, we may notice that 
in any of productions <1>, <3>, <5>  and <7> , the right 
graph  can be generated from the left graph by applying 
an L-application and in the left graph of each of the 
productions, there is only one non-terminal node. For 
production <4>, its right graph can be created by 
applying L-applications <5> and <4>, so it should carry 
layout specifications. The right graph of production <6> 
can be created from the left graph by applying L-
application <6> only, however there are two nodes in the 
left graph. So the right graph of production <6> has no 
layout specification. 
 

3.2 Layout Aspects 
 

During parsing, when a sub-graph, (redex) in the 
abstract diagram (i.e. Model) is found, its counterpart in 
the physical diagram (View), called a super-redex, will 
be laid out according to the layout rule in the matching 
right graph. 
 

Geometricall y, after layout transformations a super-redex 
in a physical host diagram becomes one entity, called a 
layout-unit (li ke a node in a redex). After layout 
transformations, the relative geometrical positions 
between the nodes in a layout-unit are fixed. If one node 

in the layout-unit is involved in a later layout process 
and moved, all nodes in the layout-unit will be moved 
together with that node, i.e., the layout-unit is moved as 
a single entity. 
 

One node in a right graph is chosen as focus, which has a 
focus label. The other nodes in the right graph, called 
non-focuses, should be specified with direction labels. 
The node position specification and direction 
specification in the right graph is used to layout the 
layout-units in a super-redex in the physical host 
diagram. 
 

A layout-unit in a super-redex is called an anchor if its 
counterpart node in right graph is focus. The other 
layout-units in the super-redex are called the followers. 
 

The layout rules in the reserved graph grammar include 
node position specification and node direction 
specification. The node position specification is a set of 
geometrical attributes of nodes in a graph (i.e., the 
positions of nodes in the graph). And the node direction 
specification is a set of direction labels for the nodes in a 
constraint graph as ill ustrated in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Direction specification in the layout specification 

 
 

The focus node is labelled “dd” . If a non-focus node is 
upright above the focus, it is labelled  “UP” . Similarly, if 
a non-focus is at the bottom-left from the focus, a label 
“DL” should be assigned to the non-focus. In the same 
way, “L” for left, “R” for right, “UD” for upright under, 
“DR” for bottom-right, “UR” for top-right and “UL” for 
top-left, as shown in Figure 2. 
 

Figure 2 ill ustrates the possible directions of follower 
nodes (grey boxes) relative to the focus node (grey box 
labelled dd). Such relative directions may be provided in 
the right graph of a production. The dashed-boxes in the 
figure represent layout-units.  During the layout process, 
the followers in a super-redex are positioned according to 
their layout specifications in the right graph.  
 

For example, if the direction specification of a non-focus 
is “UP” , the centre point of the follower that maps to the 
non-focus is moved to the top of the anchor. The distance 
from the bottom border of the follower to the top border 
of the anchor is the same as the non-focus to the focus in 
the right graph. Similarly, if a direction specification is 
“DL” , the top-right point of the follower should be 



moved relatively to the bottom-left point of anchor to the 
position where the distance between them as the top-
right point of the non-focus to the bottom-left point of 
focus, as shown in Figure 2.   
 
If all nodes in a super-redex are not involved in any 
layout process (in this case, the super-redex is 
isomorphic to the right graph), then after layout, the 
shape of the super-redex is exactly the same as its 
corresponding right graph, as shown in Figure 3.  
 

 
Figure 3: Layout of a redex 

 
Applying an R-application with layout rule of a 
production during the parsing process implies the 
application of an R-application to the abstract host 
diagram and layout of the physical host diagram by 
applying the layout rule in the right graph of the 
production simultaneously.  
 

After an R-application with layout rule, a laid out super-
redex will be merged (recombined) into another super-
redex as a layout unit in a later global layout process. If 
the abstract diagram is transformed into a null graph 
eventually, then the whole physical host diagram will be 
laid out as the last super-redex. 

4 Examples 
We have constructed several VPLs with VisPro. We 
choose two VPLs Adder and FlowChart to demonstrate 
the way in which our layout approach works. 
 
4.1 Adder 
 
Adder has three kinds of nodes: number, adder and 
scaler.  With Adder, a user can sum up numbers and 
visualize the results. It consists a set of productions where 
box labeled <i> is production i. Figure 4 li sts the reserved 
graph grammar of Adder.  Layout rules are embedded in 
the right productions of the graph grammar.  
 

 
Figure 4: Reserve Graph Grammar with layout rules for 
Adder  
 

Figure 5 shows a visual program written in the Adder 
VPE that was constructed by a user. After compilation, 
the visual program is properly laid out as shown in 
Figure 6. 

4.2 FlowChart  

VPL FlowChart offers a visual Flow Chart tool. With 
FlowChart a user can type components such as a number 
or a string in nodes in a visual program. After parsing 
the FlowChart gives the result according to the user’s 
inputs. The reserved graph grammar with layout rules is 
shown in Figure 7 where <i> represents production i. 
 

To focus on layout performance in VisPro, we ignored 
the program semantics in this example. Figure 8 is a 
diagram of a visual program designed by a user with 
FlowChart. After compilation, the program is shown in 
Figure 9. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5: A user designed visual program in Adder 

 



  

 

Figure 6: The compiled diagram of the visual program 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Reserved graph grammar with layout rules and semantics for FlowChart 
 

 



  

       Figure 8: A user designed visual program with FlowChart (before compilation) 

 
Figure 9: The compiled visual program of the diagram (after compilation)  

 

5 Conclusion  

This paper has presented a global layout approach in the 
VisPro system. It is a grammar-based graph drawing 
approach by making the reserved graph grammar 
productions carry layout rules. Thus, the reserved graph 
grammar is both the graph grammar and the layout 
grammar for the VPL. When parsing a visual program, 
layout is performed on the program according to grammar 
specifications. The layout process is completed when 
parsing terminates successfull y.  The approach is 
therefore highly eff icient. 

The feature of layout rules embedded in graph grammar 
makes layout process general enough for a visual 
programming language generation. This approach is 
suitable and feasible enough for layout graphs of visual 
programs in VisPro. It is flexible and highly intuiti ve. 
With these advantages, a VPL designer can develop a 
graph grammar for a visual programming language easil y 
and clearly in the VisPro system. 
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